C 12 H14N7O 9 Sm, monoclinic, P21/c (no. 14), a = 16.770(3) Å,
.7 mg) disolved in absolute ethanol (3 mL) and H 2 O (3 mL) was placed in a glassbottle (10 mL) at room temperature. Pale yellow block crystals were obtained after a few days.
Experimental details
The structure was solved by Direct Methods and refined with the SHELX crystallographic software package [2, 3] . The hydrogen atoms were placed at calculated positions and refined as riding atoms with isotropic displacement parameters.
Comment
Some hydrazones are well known for their antimicrobial activity [1, 4] . But as hydrazones are prone to undergo degradation and bacteria can develop resistance to them, complexation of hydrazones with biocompatible metal ions may be useful for long-term effectiveness [5] . In the course of our studies on the chemistry of lanthanide compounds, we have prepared and characterized hydrazones as ligands. As depicted in the figure, the title complex is a mononuclear coordinational compound in which the six-coordinated Sm 3+ is surrounded by one acylhydrazone ligand, two water molecules an two nitrato ligands, thus giving distorted octahedral geometry. The bond lengths of Sm-O and Sm-N (2.307(2)−2.641(3) Å) in the title complex are comparable with those found in our previous work [6] . In the solid state, the three dimensional framework is constructed by the intermolecular O-H· · · O and O-H· · · N hydrogen bonds between all moieties.
